6 tracellular trade-offs can prevent cells from metabolizing every type of available substrate. 7
Cells increment their growth state by different amounts depending on the yield of the substrate. Cells replicate when their growth state exceeds a critical value. When a cell encounters a u substrate molecule, the probability that it will successful import this molecule is its phenotype value (s); when a cell encounters a v substrate molecule, the probability that a cell imports a molecule of v substrate is (1−s). D. Competition between a (high abundance) resident phenotype and a (low abundance) invading phenotype follows a rare mutation event and has three possible qualitative outcomes.
by a new population modifies the chemostat environment through changing the steady-state levels of the 104 substrates, and therefore the context in which future mutation and invasion events occur is modified through 105 such ecological niche construction and destruction [23, 8, 2, 30, 18] . 106 To generate the mutational paths, we first create an invasion map for the outcome of competitions between 107 dynamically-stable communities of resident phenotypes and possible mutant phenotypes that may invade.
108
To do so efficiently, we developed a dynamic programming algorithm to simulate invasion events assuming a microbial community cannot be invaded by any mutant that can be generated from the community (an 140 evolutionarily-stable state [28]) or if there is a sequence of mutation and invasion events that returns to the 141 community. 
The Markov process of adaptation is generated from two components -simulations of ecological invasion and calculations of the transition probabilities based on the probabilities of each potential mutation -and is demonstrated with an example that has three phenotypes (labeled A, B, and C). A. To discover all dynamically-stable populations and communities, we simulate mutation and invasion events in a space of discrete phenotypes assuming rare mutations. We construct an invasion map as a tree: nodes are steady-states labeled with extant phenotypes. Each state is perturbed with a small mutant population and the resulting steady-state after competition is connected to the parent node. The algorithm dynamically truncates the tree to avoid any recursion. B. To calculate transition probabilities between resident states, we parse the invasion map in A with a mutational process. We assume uniformly distributed mutations with a maximum mutation size, ∆Smax, centered on the resident phenotype. The matrix elements show the conditional probability that phenotype sx generates mutant phenotype sy. C. The Markov process in B visualized through its directed network graph. States are classified as either transient (circles) or recurrent (squares). D-E. As in B-C, but with a larger maximum mutation size (∆Smax). The recurrent states, as well as the mutational paths of the process, depend on the distribution of mutations.
Hierarchy of evolutionary outcomes 143
To investigate the effect of the environment and mutational parameters on the adaptation process, we ran-144 domly sampled 10, 000 environmental parameter sets (Supplementary Section 3.1). For each set of parame-145 ters, we calculated the invasion map using 11 discrete phenotype values ranging from a pure v-specialist to a 146 pure u-specialist: s ∈ {0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1.0}. We parsed each invasion map with uniform mutation distribu-147 tions with increasing maximum mutation sizes, ∆S max ∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9, 1.0}, to generate ten adaptation 148 processes. We then analyzed the 100, 000 resulting adaptation processes to determine their long-term evo-
We classify the evolutionary outcome of an adaptation process according to the number and type of its 151 recurrent states ( Fig. 3A distinguish between the possible community combinations of specialists and generalists in a recurrent state. 156 We observed two qualitatively different behaviors in processes with multiple recurrent states, which we 157 named 'multi-stationary' and 'cycling'. Multi-stationary outcomes have many exclusive recurrent states 158 where each recurrent state is reached with some probability. We found that the number of recurrent states 159 and their stationary probability depended on the maximum mutation size ( Fig. 3B , C). In these cases, 
170
Visualizing the networks not only conveys information on the evolutionary outcomes but also on the 171 adaptation dynamics. For example, we found that some adaptation processes had bottle-necked mutational 172 paths: all mutational paths have to transition through a few common community states before reaching 173 a recurrent state ( Fig. 3E ). We will later quantify these network properties to characterize the adaptation 174 dynamics and construct a predictive model.
175

Sensitivity of adaptation to environmental conditions 176
In light of the multiplicity and complexity of evolutionary outcomes, we investigated how particular outcomes lead to its collapse to a monomorphic specialist ( Fig. 4C, right) . The converse, however, is not true: a 207 monomorphic specialist population is far less likely to transition to a diverse community ( Fig. 4C, left) . 208 We conclude that prediction of evolutionary outcomes from environmental conditions, even in simple 209 chemostat environments, is likely to be challenging. Evolutionary outcomes are only the endpoints of the 210 adaptive process, however, and we next investigate if the dynamics of these processes (the mutational paths) 211 are characteristic of their endpoints.
212
Adaptation dynamics and mutational paths 213 The mutational paths of the Markov process describe the dynamics of adaptation, and the processes we 214 construct have tens to millions of mutational paths in spite of a relatively small number (eleven) of discrete 215 phenotypes and a maximum of two co-existing populations in each community. 216 We analyze adaptation dynamics by enumerating the mutational paths of a process (Supplementary 217 Section 4.1), calculating their probabilities, and determining their properties (Fig. 5A) . For example, we 218 define the path length as the number of state transitions, from an ancestral state to a recurrent state, in one Figure 4 : Complex association between the environment and evolutionary outcomes undermines the stability of microbial communities and complicates prediction. A. Evolutionary outcomes are more likely to be associated with some parameter values, but without a simple dependence. We estimated the empirical outcome densities from parameter sampling using a nearest-neighbors algorithm. For all parameter combinations except the dilution rate, we show densities at absolute value because of the symmetry about zero. B. Evolutionary outcomes form clusters in parameter space but these are not distinct. We used Euclidean distance in a standardized parameter space to perform within-outcome hierarchical clustering and then aligned clusters with samples from other outcomes to assess their overlap. We only plot a representative sample (1%) of the dataset, which preserves the observed frequencies of each outcome. C. Environmental perturbations often cause community collapse and only rarely create diverse communities. We calculated the standardized parameter distance from each process to the closest process in all other outcome classes to form the distribution of shortest-distances. Monomorphic specialists are generally closer to other monomorphic specialists than they are to outcomes with diverse communities (left). In contrast, processes with diverse outcomes are as close to each other as they are to monomorphic specialists (right). Here 'other outcome' refers to the labeled outcome in each panel that is not a monomorphic specialist.
realization of the adaptation process (a single run of an evolution experiment).
220
The degree to which adaptive evolution is repeatable is of long-standing interest [ In our model, the repeatability of adaptation dynamics is associated with the evolutionary outcome of the 227 adaptation process and varies with the maximum mutation size (Fig. 5B ). Path entropy typically increases 228 with maximum mutation size as more mutational paths become possible. Notably, however, dimorphic 229 specialist outcomes have a non-monotone path entropy with maximum mutation size (Fig. 5B, blue line) 230 because a few mutational paths with large mutations come to dominate the process. We find that processes 231 where monomorphic specialist populations are evolutionarily stable have the most repeatable dynamics; in 232 contrast, processes with metabolically diverse communities have the least repeatable adaptation dynamics.
233
To compare the dynamics between adaptation processes, we constructed a condensed dynamical profile 234 for each through calculating six statistical properties of its mutational paths. These properties were: the of the mutational path network, through its topology, to a low-dimensional space. We trained a classifier 288 to predict evolutionary outcomes from these centrality features using data from incomplete and complete 289 networks, the degree of network completion, and the maximum mutation size (Supplementary Section 5.3).
290
To avoid biasing against minority outcomes, we used the unweighted mean F 1 score (over the outcome Mutational path statistics vary with the maximum mutation size and the process's evolutionary outcome. We plot the distributions for six statistical path properties, grouping by the number of recurrent states and two extremes of maximum mutation size. The distributions are multi-modal, and the peaks correspond to outcomes lower in the classification hierarchy (Fig. 3A ). D. Processes with different evolutionary outcomes have characteristic adaptation dynamics. Linear combinations of the six path properties in C that best separate the adaptation processes in a twodimensional projection were identified through linear discriminant analysis. Lines and ellipses were drawn manually.
classes) as the optimization metric. Neither the degree of network completion or the maximum mutation size 292 will typically be known during an experiment, and we marginalized over both these variables during testing 293 ( Supplementary Figure 8) . The performance of the classifier improves with increasing network completion 294 and is best at intermediate maximum mutation sizes ( Fig. 6C) . At 50% network completion, the classifier 295 predicts the correct long-term outcome for about 85% of all adaptation processes (average F 1 score > 0.7), 296 which rises to 98% at 60% graph completion (F 1 = 0.8).
297
We have shown here that our predictive approach can be useful in forecasting changes in the community, 298 including the loss of (metabolic) diversity, through incomplete observations of adaptation dynamics. Detect-299 ing the onset of community transitions is an enduring problem, but most approaches focus on catastrophic : Evolutionary outcomes can be predicted from graph-theoretic properties of incomplete networks of mutational paths. To generate incomplete networks we sampled networks to varying degrees of completion. For both complete and incomplete networks, we calculated and summarized six network centralities, which characterize different aspects of network topology, through their mean and variance. Statistics for the twelve centralities summarize mutational networks through a low-dimensional space. A. The state of network completion affects its topological properties, which is reflected in the centrality statistics. For an example process (top), we show the progression of four centrality statistics (bottom) to highlight the variability in their convergence as a function of network completion. Dark blue lines show the mean and light blue lines show the standard deviation for 100 network samples at different stages of network completion. B. We characterized the centrality statistics both by how quickly they converge to their complete-network value (feature error, left) and by how well they can discriminate between evolutionary outcomes (feature information, right). The plots show the mean of feature error (the normalized difference between the complete-and incomplete-values of the centrality statistic) and the mean of the mutual information between the centrality statistic and the evolutionary outcomes. We found both invariant (e.g. mean of HITS authority) and informative (e.g. variance of in-degree) centrality statistics (Supplementary Section 5.2) as well as a dependency on the maximum mutation size. C. Evolutionary outcomes can be predicted with a statistical classifier trained on the twelve centrality statistics from partial and complete networks. We assessed classifier performance via the unweighted mean of the F 1 score, taken over the seven evolutionary outcomes, and report the mean performance on the test set for a ten-fold cross-validation. Top and right line plots show mean performance, with standard deviation in shaded regions, taken over the columns (network completion) and rows (maximum mutation size). The red line is the benchmark performance of a naive classifier, which predicts following the empirical frequencies of the outcomes.
Discussion
304
We have shown that a simple model of metabolic adaptation comprising a trade-off in the use of one type of 305 substrate over another can generate surprisingly rich behavior. On one hand, this behaviour is sufficiently 306 complex that it is difficult to predict the outcomes of adaptation, even qualitatively, from environmental 307 parameters. On the other, we have demonstrated that statistical properties of the mutational paths can paper.
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